DREAM JOBS THAT PAY A REAL SALARY IN TODAY'S WORLD

Summary: We have put together a list of the best dream jobs that pay a nice salary in this post so you can decide on a career or a new job.
Have you ever wanted to work a dream job such as a water slide tester, a panda caretaker or a luxury bed tester? If so, you have come across the right article
because we have put together six of the best dream jobs that actually pay a salary for those who work the jobs.
Water Slide Tester
If you enjoy water parks and the sun, then working as a water slide tester is the perfect dream job for you. There are actually companies out there that hire
people to test water slides for vacationers. The testers will determine if the slides are fun and safe for others who use them. This job can pay roughly $30,000
per year, including paid travel expenses and even free vacation at theme parks where the slides are tested.
Panda Caretaker
Do you like animals, especially Pandas? If so, then you might want to consider working as a Panda caretaker. This job pays an annual salary of $32,000 as well
as paid transportation, free meals and free accommodations. Those who want to work as a Panda caretaker must be at least 22 years of age, have some
knowledge of Pandas, be able write well, take pictures and want to protect the species.
Fake Executive
Do you enjoy the business world, but do not actually want to work for a company as an executive? Well, you can be hired as a fake executive for companies in
China. By hiring fake executives, these companies appear to be credible in the business industry and well-connected on an international basis.
Google Mapper
Google employs mappers who ride around on tricycles. In an effort to take pictures of difficult areas of the world for Google Street View, the company
employs people to ride around on tricycles. Because of all the cameras installed, the tricycle weighs about 250 pounds, which is why Google hires mostly
athletes for this job.
Luxury Bed Tester
Luxury bed manufacturers like to hire college students during the summer months to test their beds. Students can earn roughly $1,600 per summer to sleep
on a different luxury bed each night during a set month. The company uses reviews from the bed tester to ensure that the product is good enough to put on
the market.
Chocolate Taster
Yes, this is a real job. Chocolate tasters at the entry-level can make anywhere from $30,000 to $60,000 per year. These employees are hired to test chocolate for
smell, aesthetic appeal and taste.
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